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	Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 7 Programmer Exams 1Z0-804 and 1Z0-805 is a concise, comprehensive, step-by-step, and one-stop guide for the Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 7 Programmer Exam. The first two chapters set the stage for exam preparation and let the reader get started quickly. The first chapter answers frequently asked questions about the OCPJP exam.


	This book assumes that the reader is already familiar with Java fundamentals which is in line with the prerequisite of having a OCAJP certification.


	The book sports considerable supportive material to help the reader in effective exam preparation in the form of appendices:

	
		2 mock tests to give the reader a sense of a real-exam.
	
		An instant refresher summarizing the most important concepts (with tips on answering questions) to revise just before the exam.



	This book will be a delectable read for any OCPJP aspirant because of its simple language, example driven approach, and easy-to-read style. Further, given its 100% focus on the exam and helpful supportive material, this book is clearly an attractive buy to OCPJP aspirants worldwide.


	What you’ll learn

	
		In-depth coverage of all 13 exam topics for the certification.
	
		The book covers programming concepts succinctly with numerous illustrative programming and real-world examples. These examples will help the reader quickly internalize the discussed concepts.
	
		The reader will clearly understand the scope and objectives of the exam, the technical topics covered in the exam, and type and level-of-difficulty of the exam questions. With this, the reader will clearly know what’s exactly required for passing the exam.
	
		Review questions tune the reader to an “exam mindset”. By making mistakes and reading the detailed explanations for the answers, the reader will be better prepared for getting certified. Attempting the practice questions and mock test will help the reader gain necessary confidence to clear the exam.



	Who this book is for


	This book is targeted primarily at students and programmers who want to crack the OCPJP exam. Trainers and teachers can use this book as training material for OCPJP exam preparation.


	This book is also useful to readers who want to refresh their knowledge in Java programming or gain better understanding on using various Java APIs.
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Multi-Agent Systems for Traffic and Transportation Engineering (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Our increasing societal demand for mobility now challenges researchers to devise more efficient traffic and transportation systems.
The Handbook of Research on Multi-Agent Systems for Traffic and Transportation Engineering provides a unique compendium of research covering topics such as transportation system designs, control...
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Beginning Java Programming: The Object-Oriented ApproachWrox Press, 2015

	A comprehensive Java guide, with samples, exercises, case studies, and step-by-step instruction


	Beginning Java Programming: The Object Oriented Approach is a straightforward resource for getting started with one of the world's most enduringly popular programming languages. Based on classes taught by the authors,...
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Photo Finish: The Digital Photographer's Guide to Printing, Showing, and Selling ImagesSybex, 2004

	"A must-have book for all photographers."

	--John Shaw, johnshawphoto.com


	If you're serious about digital photography, you know that taking a great photo is only the beginning. You want to share your polished images with the widest possible audience. This means you need to optimize images for different...
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Approximate Kalman Filtering (Approximations and Decompositions)World Scientific Publishing, 1993

	Kalman filtering algorithm gives optimal (linear, unbiased and minimum error-variance) estimates of the unknown state vectors of a linear dynamic-observation system, under the regular conditions such as perfect data information; complete noise statistics; exact linear modelling; ideal will-conditioned matrices in computation and strictly...
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Machine Learning for Adaptive Many-Core Machines - A Practical Approach (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2014

	The overwhelming data produced everyday and the increasing performance and cost requirements of applications are transversal to a wide range of activities in society, from science to industry. In particular, the magnitude and complexity of the tasks that Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have to solve are driving the need to devise...
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Core Java(TM), Volume I--Fundamentals (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
In late 1995, the Java programming language buret onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information providers, or any other imaginable source. Indeed,...
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